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he dry Curauá fiber,
an Amazonian plant
that belongs the
same family as the
pineapple, looks just
like sisal. But the si-
milarity stops right
there. Very soft to

the touch, it has as its main characteris-
tic a very high mechanical resistance
which gives it, even at reduced width,
the capacity to support high tensions.
This property makes it a natural subs-
titute for glass fiber. When mixed with
other materials that have polypropy-
lene as their base, such as the scraps of
blankets and carpets dumped by the
textile industry, it turns itself into a
composite that is already in use by the
automobile industry. �Some cars are
already on the road, such as Volkswa-
gen�s Fox and Polo models, which use
the new material in their roofing, in the
internal part of the doors and in the co-
ver of the luggage compartment�, says
professor Alcides Lopes Leão, from the
Agronomy Sciences School of the São
Paulo State University (Unesp) at Bo-
tucatu, who has been studying the ap-
plication of plants for some eight years.

Dry leaves of an Amazonian
plant have wide use,
from car parts to clothes 
and medicines 
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A fiberfor 
all handiwork

The transformation 
of the Curauá fibers: 
from ropes to 
sophisticated clothing 

Published in October 2004

The interest in Curauá (Ananas erecti-
folius) originated from the observation
of the use of this material by native
when manufacturing ropes, hammocks
and fishing nets, products that can tes-
tify to its resistance and lightness. For
now, the new materials resulting from
vegetal fiber just revolve around a few
items because the available raw mate-
rial has not caught up with demand.
�Just to attend to Volkswagen�s demand,
100 tons of the fiber will be needed per
day. Today the production is 10 tons
per month�, Lopes figures out.

In order to get the Curauá fibers
onto the market, Unesp has teamed up
with he company Pematec-Triangel,
from São Bernardo do Campo, which
manufactures the structural car parts
in the form of a composite. The part-
nership began in 2000 when the com-
pany was sought out by Volkswagen in
order to develop parts from new fi-
bers. The car manufacturer�s interest is
increasing more and more towards
substituting certain parts so that they
will not be an environmental problem
at the end of the car�s useful life when
it is broken up, as well as lowering its
weight and making the vehicle lighter.
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